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In the regime where traditional approaches to electronic structure cannot afford to achieve ac-
curate energy differences via exhaustive wave function flexibility, rigorous approaches to balancing
different states’ accuracies become desirable. As a direct measure of a wave function’s accuracy,
the energy variance offers one route to achieving such a balance. Here, we develop and test a vari-
ance matching approach for predicting excitation energies within the context of variational Monte
Carlo and selective configuration interaction. In a series of tests on small but difficult molecules,
we demonstrate that the approach it is effective at delivering accurate excitation energies when the
wave function is far from the exhaustive flexibility limit. Results in C3, where we combine this
approach with variational Monte Carlo orbital optimization, are especially encouraging.
I. INTRODUCTION
Configuration interaction (CI) [1], in which a many-
electron wave function is approximated as a finite lin-
ear combination of Slater determinants, is among the
most venerable and widely used approaches for pre-
dicting the effects of electron correlation on molecules’
properties and behavior. The use and development of
CI-based theories continues today [2–16] despite their
central shortcoming of having to choose between being
size-inconsistent (in truncated forms) or having a cost
that scales factorially with system size (in full (FCI) or
complete active space (CAS) forms). Indeed, many re-
searchers are willing to live with this flaw in light of the
stability and robustness that arise from CI’s variational
nature and straightforward systematic improvability.
Recently, these qualities have led to a resurgence in
the study of selective CI (sCI), in which only a parsi-
monious selection of determinants is chosen, rather than
the more traditional selection of all determinants below
a given excitation level. sCI methods were originally de-
veloped [17–22] at a time when high-accuracy treatments
of weak correlation were being sought, a role that has
now been more or less filled by coupled cluster theory.
[23] More recently, there has been much renewed inter-
est in sCI [2, 3, 8, 10–16], especially in the context of
treating strong correlation. While these approaches have
made impressive progress, they do not remove the funda-
mental challenge that any CI, selective or otherwise, will
lose its ability to systematically converge as system size
increases and the number of determinants needed for a
given level of accuracy quickly overwhelms available com-
puting resources. Applications of CI, and indeed many
other wave functions, to the wide class of chemical sys-
tems in which dozens or hundreds of atoms are involved
thus require methods that can succeed without resorting
∗Electronic mail: eneuscamman@berkeley.edu
to an exhaustive expansion of wave function flexibility.
In the context of predicting energy differences, one
might instead rely on a cancellation of errors. In prac-
tice, however, this approach can be frustrated by the dif-
ficulty of achieving a balance between different states’
accuracies. At present, the most effective methods for
achieving the necessary balance are those based on the
state-averaged complete active space self-consistent field
(CASSCF) approach, [24, 25] but these rely on the ex-
haustive inclusion of all active space configurations and
often the singles and doubles excitations out of the ac-
tive space as well. Even difference dedicated CI, [26–29]
which aims to achieve balance without resorting to a full
CAS, requires a relatively exhaustive inclusion of all wave
function components related to the change between two
states. In cases where even this more limited exhaustion
of flexibility is not feasible, or where the physical insight
required to choose the minimal CAS is lacking, a different
route to achieving balance is required.
Here, we propose to achieve balanced treatments and
accurate excitation energies in very short sCI expan-
sions by employing the energy variance σ2 in combina-
tion with recent advances in state-specific optimization
within variational Monte Carlo (VMC). [30] Like Evange-
lista’s “guaranteed accuracy” measure, [11] σ2 is a direct
measure of wave function accuracy. By varying different
states’ sCI expansion lengths so that they are of equal
accuracy as measured by σ2, we will show that effective
error cancellation and accuracies in the range of 0.1 or 0.2
eV can be achieved even for very short sCI expansions.
Of course, this approach does not remove the ability to
seek systematic convergence, as the variance-matched en-
ergy differences are guaranteed to converge to the exact
result as the sCI expansions are enlarged. Instead, the
approach allows for highly accurate results to be achieved
even when one is far from the exact σ2 = 0 limit.
Certainly state-specific optimizations in VMC are not
the only place where σ2 may be useful for achieving bal-
ance, and one can ask whether the approach is compatible
with other Monte Carlo methods, such as full configura-
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2tion interaction QMC [7, 31] and Monte Carlo CI. [32, 33]
In the former, an unbiased evaluation of σ2 may be pos-
sible based on the same two-population system used for
density matrices. [34] In the latter, it may be possible to
estimate σ2 using a similar approach as is currently used
to make perturbative corrections to sCI energies.
For the VMC approach pursued here, it is important
to stress that two important advantages mitigate the
fact that achievable expansion lengths are much shorter
in VMC as compared to many other sCI approaches.
First, Jastrow factors are known to significantly reduce
the number of Slater determinants required for an accu-
rate CI expansion. [35] Second, these multi-Slater Jas-
trow (MSJ) wave functions (whose computational effi-
ciency has recently been greatly enhanced [36–39]) can
be used to provide nodal surfaces for diffusion Monte
Carlo (DMC), [40] which is highly effective at recover-
ing the effects of weak correlation that can be missed
by limited sCI expansions. Crucially, both MSJ wave
functions [39] and DMC [41] have been demonstrated to
scale to systems with over 100 atoms, implying that the
advantages of variance matching should scale to a wide
variety of chemical applications. In this paper, we will
take a first step towards such applications by exploring
the practical considerations that arise in working with
this idea and by establishing its accuracy in a handful of
small systems where high level benchmarks are available.
II. THEORY
A. Estimating the variance
The energy variance,
σ2 =
〈Ψ|(Hˆ − E)2|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 , (1)
can be estimated by Monte Carlo integration following
the placement of a resolution of the identity in between
the two factors of (Hˆ − E),
σ2 =
1
〈Ψ|Ψ〉
∫ ∣∣∣〈~r |(Hˆ − E)|Ψ〉∣∣∣2 d~r. (2)
Defining the local energy as EL(~r ) = 〈~r |Hˆ|Ψ〉/〈~r |Ψ〉 and
letting Ψ(~r ) = 〈~r |Ψ〉, this integral can be written as the
square deviation of the local versus total energy averaged
over the wave function’s probability distribution,
σ2 =
∫ |Ψ(~r )|2
〈Ψ|Ψ〉
∣∣EL(~r )− E ∣∣2d~r. (3)
Estimating σ2 by VMC thus amounts to sampling from
the wave function’s probability distribution and averag-
ing this square energy difference, which requires that ex-
actly the same information be extracted from the wave
function ansatz as in a standard VMC estimation of the
energy E. [40, 42] Crucially, the resolution of the iden-
tity between the two powers of Hˆ ensures that σ2 can be
estimated without ever squaring the Hamiltonian oper-
ator explicitly. This advantage is the reason that VMC
can access the variance more easily than more traditional
methods in quantum chemistry, such as configuration in-
teraction [1] or coupled cluster theory. [23] Indeed, given
that VMC energy estimates also require evaluating EL
at a large number of sampled configurations, an estimate
of the variance is typically available “for free” during the
normal use of VMC for energy evaluation and minimiza-
tion. However, as we discuss in Section II D, it can be
statistically advantageous to estimate the integral in Eq.
(2) via Monte Carlo integration over a different probabil-
ity distribution than that of the wave function.
B. Targeting excited states
To optimize a MSJ expansion for a particular Hamil-
tonian eigenstate, we minimize the recently introduced
[30] target function
Ω(Ψ) ≡ 〈Ψ|(ω −H)|Ψ〉〈Ψ|(ω −H)2|Ψ〉 =
ω − E
(ω − E)2 + σ2 (4)
(in which the second equality follows from σ2 = 〈H2〉 −
E2) with respect to both the nonlinear Jastrow factor
variables and the CI expansion’s linear coefficients. Sim-
ilar to the energy function, whose global minimum is the
ground state, this function has its global minimum at the
energy eigenstate whose energy is immediately above the
target energy ω, allowing it to target either ground states
or excited states. As with the variance σ2, the denomi-
nator of Ω may be evaluated efficiently [30] by resolving
an identity between the two powers of Hˆ and employing
Monte Carlo integration. As we have done in previous
uses of this excited state target function, [30, 43, 44] we
ensure a unique choice for ω by adjusting it to minimize
Ω(Ψ) for the state in question.
C. Balancing the states
At present, the most effective approaches for achiev-
ing a balanced description of ground and excited states
are exhaustive in nature. For example, CAS-based ap-
proaches such as MRCI+Q [5] rely on the balance pro-
vided by constructing the active space to contain all con-
figurations that make major contributions to either state.
While these approaches are highly effective, this type of
exhaustive strategy is not feasible in larger systems, for
which it is natural to ask the question: what is the best
alternative? One could try to give “equal” flexibility to
both states’ ansatzes in a sCI by allowing them the same
number of configuration state functions (CSFs), although
there is no reason to assume that this CSF-matched ap-
proach will yield states with similar energy errors. In-
3stead, we would prefer to seek cancellation of error by
matching a quantity that is actually related to the error
in a wave function.
In this study, we will therefore explore the possibility
of improving accuracy in energy differences by insisting
that such differences be taken between wave functions
with equal variance, as σ2 is a direct measure of wave
function accuracy. We take as our wave function a MSJ
expansion,
Ψ(~r ) = eU(~r )
N∑
I
ΦI(~r ) (5)
in which each ΦI is a different CSF — i.e. a spin adapted
linear combination of determinants with the same spin-
less occupation pattern — and the factor outside the sum
is the Jastrow factor. [40] In this study, the Jastrow fac-
tor is taken as
U(~r ) =
∑
ip
Vp(rip) +
∑
i<j
W (rij), (6)
in which rip is the distance between the ith electron and
pth nucleus, rij the distance between the ith and jth
electrons, and Vp and W are one-dimensional functions
represented by optimizable 10-point splines. Note that
we use two different functions for W for same-spin ver-
sus opposite-spin electron pairs and enforce the relevant
electron-electron cusp condition in both cases.
Variational optimization of Eq. (5) via the minimiza-
tion of Eq. (4) will produce one value of the variance for
each length N chosen for the CSF expansion. To assist in
comparing the variances (or energies) of different states,
we will often interpolate by fitting this σ2 (or E) versus
N distribution to a power law decay of the form
σ2(N) ≈ c+ d
Nα
(7)
in which c, d, and α are chosen by a least-squares fit to the
σ2 values of the optimized wave functions for a handful of
different CSF expansion lengths N . This approach allows
us to avoid tedious searches for the precise expansion
length N at which the excited state variance most closely
matches that of the ground state.
Using these interpolating functions, our approach to
variance matching is the following. First, we optimize
the ground state for a small CSF expansion and evalu-
ate its variance. We then optimize the excited state in
question for a range of expansion lengths and interpolate
via Eq. (7) to find the excited state expansion length for
which the ground and excited states’ variances match.
We then employ an analogous interpolation of the excited
state energy to produce the variance-matched excitation
energy.
D. Modified guiding function
Unfortunately, the statistical uncertainty of VMC es-
timates of the variance are not well defined [45, 46] when
using the standard |Ψ(~r )|2 importance sampling func-
tion for the Monte Carlo integration evaluation of Eq.
(2). To understand why this comes about, consider the
nodal surface of the wave function. Near a node, the
wave function is by definition heading to a zero value,
but its second derivative, which contributes to the local
energy via the kinetic energy term, need not be zero. It
is thus possible for
|EL(~r )| →
∣∣∣∣∇2ΨΨ(~r )
∣∣∣∣ → ∞ (8)
as ~r approaches the nodal surface. While the average
energy and its variance remain finite despite this diver-
gence, the variance of the variance does not, and so the
central limit theorem cannot be used to estimate the sta-
tistical uncertainty in the estimated value of the variance.
Here, we will address this issue by modifying the guid-
ing function so as to avoid problematic divergences (see
Appendix A for an explicit example of how such modifi-
cations can help).
Specifically, we replace |Ψ(~r)|2 with the guiding func-
tion
p(~r ) = |Ψ(~r )|2 +  |∇
2Ψ|2
1 + exp (β (ln|Ψ| − γ)) (9)
in order to avoid the divergences in the local energy that
cause an infinite variance of the variance. To keep this
distribution as close to |Ψ(~r)|2 as possible when ~r is not
near a node (which is advantageous as it allows us to
approach closer to the zero variance principle) the de-
nominator in Eq. (9) works to smoothly “switch off” the
adjustment as the logarithm of the wave function rises
above the threshold γ. While the magnitude of ν2 will of
course depend on the parameters , β, and γ, it will be
finite so long as  > 0 and β > 0. We note that, in prac-
tice, evaluating ∇2Ψ as part of the sampling function is
expensive, and so in future it will be desirable to test
other less expensive alternatives for modified sampling
functions. For the tests in the present study, however,
we find this sampling function to be affordable.
III. RESULTS
A. Computational Details
VMC calculations were performed in a development
version of QMCPACK [47, 48], with the molecular or-
bital basis and the choice of CSFs derived from re-
stricted Hartree-Fock (RHF), complete active space
self-consistent field (CASSCF) and CI calculations in
GAMESS [49] as described for each individual molecule
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FIG. 1: Variance estimates for C2 in the ground and first excited singlet state for various MSJ expansion lengths. Solid lines
are fits based on Eq. (7).
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FIG. 2: Energy estimates for C2 in the ground and first excited singlet state for various MSJ expansion lengths. Solid lines are
fits based on Eq. (7).
in Appendix B. Equation of motion coupled cluster with
singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD), multi-reference CI
with Davidson correction (MRCI+Q), and complete ac-
tive space second order perturbation theory (CASPT2)
calculations were carried out with Molpro. [50]
In all cases, the CSFs used for a given MSJ expansion
were taken as the first N CSFs from a CISDTQ calcula-
tion. While this is of course not the most efficient way to
generate a short sCI expansion, it is sufficient for our pur-
poses of testing the efficacy of variance matching. The
CSF coefficients and Jastrow variables of each MSJ wave
function were optimized by minimizing Ω, with ω at first
held fixed to ensure convergence to the desired state but
then adjusted so as to minimize Ω for that state (see Ref-
erence [30] for details). The sample length and number of
optimization steps were chosen so as to ensure the statis-
tical uncertainty in the optimized energy was converged
to within one or two milliHartrees. Standard deviations
of statistically estimated quantities are displayed in the
data below. In the case of Figure 1 where the central
limit theorem does not apply, it should be understood
that although the error bars have been evaluated using
the typical σ/
√
N formula, the underlying statistics can-
not be assumed to be Gaussian.
In all cases, the electron-nuclear and electron-electron
Jastrow factors were parameterized as exponentials of
10-point splines with 5-Bohr and 10-Bohr cutoffs, re-
spectively. Nuclear cusps were enforced by augmenting
the orbitals [51], while electron-electron cusp conditions
[40] were enforced via the electron-electron Jastrow. For
system-specific computational details, such as geometries
and basis sets, we refer the reader to Appendix B.
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FIG. 3: Predicted excitation energy for the first excited state
of C2 using both CSF number matching (in which the excited
MSJ had the same number of CSFs as the ground state) and
variance matching (in which the excited MSJ had the same
variance as the ground state). Both curves are derived from
the interpolations shown in Figures 1 and 2. Two high-level
benchmarks are shown for comparison.
B. C2
We begin our investigation of variance matching in the
carbon dimer by optimizing a series of MSJ wave func-
tions with increasingly large CSF expansions for both the
ground and first excited singlet state. We intentionally
restrict ourselves to relatively short expansions with no
more than 100 CSFs so as to simulate a situation in which
results cannot be converged by the brute-force expansion
of the wave function, even though this would of course
be possible in a system as small as C2. As shown in Fig-
ures 1 and 2, increasing the CSF length has the expected
effect of reducing the variance and energy for both states.
Note that we completed our studies of C2 and allene
before implementing the adjusted importance sampling
function of Eq. (9), and so these systems’ results are
based on variance estimates using the standard |Ψ|2 im-
portance sampling. As expected, this appears to have
had a deleterious effect on the uncertainty in the variance,
but in both cases it was nonetheless possible to perform
reasonable fits for the purposes of variance matching. We
will see that the variance statistics are much better be-
haved in H4 and C3, where we have utilized our modified
importance sampling.
Despite the somewhat noisy data, we can use the fits
to Eq. (7) to produce an estimate of what the excita-
tion energy would be when the excited state MSJ expan-
sion length is chosen so that it has the same variance
as the ground state. We plot these results in Figure 3
alongside the excitation energies that result when both
states are restricted to have the same number of CSFs,
which, despite enforcing equality in flexibility, is ineffec-
tive at balancing accuracy as the expansion length needed
to handle the effects of correlation in different states is
of course not uniform. Indeed, we see that the size of
the ground state CSF expansion has a smaller effect on
the predicted excitation energy under variance match-
ing, with predictions all falling within 0.09eV of each
other for ground state CSF lengths between 10 and 35
CSFs. If instead we match the number of CSFs in each
state, the predicted excitation energy changes by 0.24eV
over this range. Furthermore, the variance-matched re-
sults appear to converge more rapidly towards agreement
with the benchmark EOM-CCSD and MRCI+Q results
as the number of ground state CSFs is increased. Thus,
as hoped, the use of variance matching for this excita-
tion appears to help offset the fact that the two states
require significantly different numbers of CSFs to reach
descriptions of equivalent accuracy.
C. Allene
The second system we investigate is allene, C3H4. Un-
like C2, in which the ground state itself is quite multi-
reference, allene presents us with a case in which the
ground and first pi → pi∗ excitation have significantly dif-
ferent degrees of multi-reference character. The ground
state of allene is dominated by the closed shell determi-
nant: its CI coefficient is 0.96 in CASSCF and only 3
CASSCF CI coefficients are greater than 0.001. In con-
trast, the first excited state has 14 CASSCF CI coef-
ficients above this threshold, making allene an excellent
candidate for a system in which variance matching should
be helpful.
As with C2, we limited ourselves to very short CSF
expansions and found that when the ground state was
optimized with a 22-CSF MSJ, the variance was 3.44
Hartree2. After some initial trial-and-error and inter-
polation, we found that the same variance results for the
excited state when a 66-CSF MSJ expansion is employed.
In Table I, we see that when MSJ expansions with the
same number of CSFs are used for both the ground
and excited state, the excitation energy is overestimated
as compared to the EOM-CCSD and MRCI+Q results,
which is what we would expect given the more multi-
reference character of the excited state. CSF-matched
results do improve as the number of CSFs is increased
TABLE I: Excitation energies for allene’s first excited singlet.
Method Orbitals hν (eV)
EOM-CCSD RHF 6.186
CASSCF CASSCF 6.456
MRCI+Q CASSCF 6.303
σ2-matched (σ2 = 3.44) CASSCF 6.484± 0.002
CSF-matched (N = 22) CASSCF 7.066± 0.003
CSF-matched (N = 66) CASSCF 6.651± 0.003
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FIG. 4: Quantile-quantile plots comparing the observed distribution of H4 variance estimates (data quantiles) to the average
distribution that would be expected for the variance if it were normally distributed with the same mean and standard deviation
(normal quantiles). Each plot contains 100 circles, each of which marks the variance as estimated over an independent random
sample of 16,384 electron configurations drawn from either the standard guiding function |Ψ(~r)|2 or the modified function of
Eq. (9). Dashed squares show the bounding regions for the first five standard deviations of the observed distributions. Solid
vertical and horizontal lines show the mean, while the slanted black line shows where data points would be expected to lie if
they exactly matched the quantiles of a normal distribution.
from 22 to 66, but we see that it is more accurate to eval-
uate the excitation energy based on a ground state with
22 CSFs and an excited state with 66, which as stated
above produces states with equal values of σ2 = 3.44
Hartree2. Thus, as expected, variance matching for this
excitation reduces the ground state bias that originates
from having a more multi-reference excited state.
D. H4
At this point in our investigation, we decided that al-
though variance matching looked promising, the poor
statistics of the variance should be addressed before pro-
ceeding further. To this end, we implemented importance
sampled Monte Carlo integration based on Eq. (9) in our
development version of QMCPACK. To validate that the
infinite variance of the variance issue was satisfactorily
resolved and the statistics of the variance were now nor-
mal as per the central limit theorem, we performed nor-
mality tests for variance data on a simple system of two
nearby hydrogen molecules, one with a near equilibrium
bond length and the other slightly stretched, a system
we will refer to as H4. After optimizing the MSJ ansatz
for the ground state, we interrogated the statistical dis-
tribution of its variance by estimating it with multiple,
independent samples of electron configurations, the re-
sults of which are displayed in Figure 4.
The statistical distribution of σ2 is clearly skewed away
from normal when using the standard |Ψ|2 guiding func-
tion, confirming that the central limit theorem is not in
effect, as expected. [45] This conclusion is further but-
tressed by the observation that two out of the 100 esti-
mates taken with |Ψ|2 lie more than four standard devi-
ations away from the mean. On average, normally dis-
tributed data would only show two 4-σ events like this
after 31,574 estimates, and here we see two after just 100.
Using the modified guiding function, the variance es-
timates match a normal distribution much more closely,
and we observe no 4-σ events. We do see one 3-σ event
among the 100 estimates, compared to an expectation
that, on average, one 3-σ event will occur in every 370
estimates for normally distributed data. This deviation
is much more believably either a statistical fluctuation
or the effect of the fact that our Monte Carlo samples
of configurations are finite and so we may not yet have
converged to the perfectly Gaussian limit. In addition to
becoming more normal in their distribution, the statis-
tical uncertainties in the variance are also smaller with
the modified guiding function, at least if we measure by
their standard deviation. Thus, as previously predicted,
[45, 46] it appears that we can indeed resolve the infinite
variance of the variance dilemma via a modification to
the importance sampling function that we employ in our
Monte Carlo integration.
E. C3
Our final test system in this preliminary investigation
of variance matching is C3, the linear carbon trimer, in
which we use the improved variance statistics granted by
the modified guiding function to help resolve the impor-
tance of the choice of molecular orbital basis. In a setting
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FIG. 5: Variance and energy estimates for the ground (blue x) and first excited singlet state (red circles) of C3 when working
in the RHF molecular orbital basis. Solid lines show fits of the excited state data to Eq. (7), while dashed lines show the upper
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FIG. 6: As for Figure 5, but now using CASSCF molecular orbitals.
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FIG. 7: As for Figure 5, but now using an effective core potential and VMC-optimized orbitals.
8where a sCI expansion can be converged with respect to
CSF number, the molecular orbital basis will of course
not matter. However, in the more practical case we are
considering here, in which converging the expansion is
prohibitively expensive, this guarantee cannot be relied
upon. We address this issue by testing variance-matching
in three sets of molecular orbitals: RHF-optimized or-
bitals, CASSCF-optimized orbitals, and VMC-optimized
orbitals. Note that for the latter case, we have opti-
mized the orbitals separately for the ground state and
the first excited state (see Appendix B) using a recently-
implemented combination of our direct targeting method
and the efficient MSJ orbital optimization approach of
Filippi and coworkers. [38, 39]
For each choice of basis, we first performed a ground
state MSJ optimization with a short CSF expansion.
Next, we performed excited state optimizations with dif-
ferent CSF expansion lengths so that we could estimate
by interpolation the excited state expansion length (and
its corresponding energy) at which the ground and ex-
cited state variances would match. This process and its
results are displayed graphically in Figures 5-7 for our
three different choices for the molecular orbitals. Before
analyzing the effects of variance matching, it is worth
noting that, thanks to the improved guiding function,
the variance uncertainties in this case are smaller than
they were in C2, despite the 50% larger system size.
As anticipated, Table II reveals that the choice of
the molecular orbitals matters when taking a variance-
matching approach to excitation energy prediction. We
see that results using RHF orbitals are quite poor, which
is to be expected due to the bias they create in favor of
the ground state. On the other hand, excitation energies
based on CASSCF or VMC-optimized orbitals are within
statistical uncertainty of the benchmark (cc-pVTZ, full-
valence-CAS) MRCI+Q results. Although one cannot
expect to have access to CASSCF orbitals in large sys-
tems, it is possible [39] to produce VMC-optimized or-
bitals, making their excellent performance in conjunc-
tion with variance matching and short CSF expansions
an extremely promising result. As a final note, and as
we saw in other cases, CSF-number-matched results are
TABLE II: Excitation energies for C3’s first excited singlet.
Method Orbitals hν (eV)
EOM-CCSD RHF 3.402
CASSCF CASSCF 3.303
CASPT2 CASSCF 2.871
MRCI+Q CASSCF 3.168
CSF-matched RHF 4.46 ± 0.05
CSF-matched CASSCF 3.90 ± 0.04
σ2-matched RHF 4.12 ± 0.07
σ2-matched CASSCF 3.21 ± 0.06
σ2-matched VMC 3.14 ± 0.09
less accurate, reinforcing the point that providing equal
amounts of wave function flexibility is no guarantee that
the errors in different states will be similar. Instead, it
proves far more effective to ensure that the states are
balanced in terms of a rigorous error metric, such as σ2.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Extending the success of sCI methods into regimes
where exhaustive convergence is not possible would
greatly expand their utility in chemical investigations.
Towards this end, we have developed and tested a strat-
egy for excitation energies based on variational Monte
Carlo’s ability to use the energy variance to balance the
descriptions of different states. In tests on C2, allene,
and C3, our variance-matched results are within 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.1 eV, respectively, of cc-pVTZ MRCI+Q excita-
tion energies. These accuracies are achieved despite us-
ing ground state selective configuration interaction ex-
pansions that contain fewer than 40 configuration state
functions and are thus very far from the exhaustive flex-
ibility limit. As multi-Slater Jastrow optimizations can
now handle hundreds of thousands of determinants and
molecules containing over 100 atoms, [38, 39] these pre-
liminary results suggest that variance matching could
play a major role in future high-accuracy work in molec-
ular excited states.
To make further progress towards this goal, it will be
important to focus improvement on the most important
aspects of the methodology. As we showed in this study,
statistical estimates of the variance are greatly improved
by using a non-standard guiding function for the Monte
Carlo integration that, although it has the same scaling
with system size, is more expensive to work with than
the standard |Ψ|2 guiding function. It would thus be
beneficial to pursue more sophisticated guiding functions
that are both inexpensive and effective at reducing un-
certainty in variance estimates. Another avenue of in-
vestigation that will clearly be important is the choice of
selective CI scheme. While many options exist, none are
currently native to quantum Monte Carlo, by which we
mean that they do not take account of the Jastrow corre-
lation factor when making decisions about which configu-
rations to use. Developing selection schemes that couple
more closely to quantum Monte Carlo is therefore highly
desirable. By pursuing improvements in these areas, and
by pushing to larger systems and more aggressive de-
terminant expansions, we look forward to future explo-
rations of how variance matching can complement exist-
ing methods in achieving balanced and accurate treat-
ments of molecular excited states.
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Appendix A: Modified Guiding Example
To see how the breakdown of the central limit theorem
comes about and how this difficulty can be addressed by
a modified guiding function, consider a two-dimensional
integral
f(x, y) =
cosh
(
4
√
x2 + y2
)
e−x
2−y2
1000
(A1)
µ =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y)dxdy ≈ 0.608 (A2)
which we might try to evaluate via importance-sampled
Monte Carlo integration. For a given choice of normal-
ized importance-sampling function p(x, y), we have
g(x, y) =
f(x, y)
p(x, y)
(A3)
µ =
〈
g
〉
p
≡
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
p(x, y)g(x, y)dxdy. (A4)
The variance for this choice of sampling function is
σ2 =
〈
(g − µ)2〉
p
(A5)
and the variance of the variance is
ν2 =
〈(
(g − µ)2 − σ2)2〉
p
. (A6)
Given that the function f(x, y) decays rapidly, an
excellent approximation to the integral can be had by
choosing p(x, y) to be uniform on the square −10 < x <
10, −10 < y < 10. This produces the mean, variance,
and variance of the variance
µ = 0.608 σ2 = 4.325 ν2 = 285.299. (A7)
If instead we choose our sampling function as
p(x, y) = c
√
x2 + y2 e−(x
2+y2)/6, (A8)
with c the normalization constant, we have
µ = 0.608 σ2 = 0.149 ν2 =∞. (A9)
Although this importance sampling function reduces the
variance, which will in turn reduce the statistical uncer-
tainty in µ, it creates a singularity in g(x, y) at the origin.
For σ2, this singularity is integrable. For ν2, which con-
tains a higher power of g, it is not. We are therefore
unable to rely on the central limit theorem in this case
to analyze the uncertainty in a Monte Carlo integration
estimate of the variance, as the variance of the variance
is not finite.
This issue is readily resolved via a small modification
to the sampling function,
p(x, y) = c
(
1
20
+
√
x2 + y2
)
e−(x
2+y2)/6, (A10)
which removes the singularity in g while only slightly
altering its values away from the origin. The result,
µ = 0.608 σ2 = 0.148 ν2 = 0.013, (A11)
is that the variance is essentially unchanged, but the vari-
ance of the variance is now finite as there are no longer
any singularities. Thus, in this example, we see that a
small change to the sampling function that removes sin-
gularities while otherwise leaving the function more or
less unaltered leads to a qualitative improvement in sta-
tistical estimation. For a rigorous analysis of these issues
in VMC, we refer the reader to the work of Trail. [45, 46]
Appendix B: Computational Details
C2: The C2 bond length was chosen to be 1.2425146399
A˚. The basis set was chosen as cc-pVTZ for both the
CASSCF and the high-level reference calculations. The
molecular orbitals were obtained from an (8e,8o) state-
averaged CASSCF for the ten lowest lying singlet states.
The configuration list from which truncations were taken
for MSJ expansions was generated via a CISDTQ calcula-
tion in which the 1s orbitals were held frozen and excita-
tions were allowed among the 3rd through 22nd CASSCF
orbitals.
Allene: The geometry for allene (C3H4),
C 0.000000000 -0.000000000 -0.000000012
C 0.000000000 -0.000000000 2.481842730
C 0.000000000 0.000000000 -2.481842716
H 1.756493809 0.000000000 -3.532793008
H -1.756493809 0.000000000 -3.532793008
H 0.000000000 1.756493826 3.532792993
H 0.000000000 -1.756493826 3.532792993
was chosen based on a CCSD(T) optimization with the
cc-pVTZ basis set in Molpro. The CASSCF orbitals
were obtained from a 4-state-averaged CASSCF(10e,16o)
calculation in GAMESS with the cc-pVTZ basis. The
CSFs used for the MSJ expansion were generated from
a 4-state CISDTQ calculation with the 1s orbitals on
10
carbon frozen and excitations allowed among the 4th
through 20th CASSCF orbitals.
H4: This system consists of two nearby hydrogen
molecules, one with its bond somewhat stretched so
as to induce a degree of correlation in the ground
state, for which we optimized a 2-CSF MSJ wave func-
tion. The basis set was STO-3G, with the molec-
ular orbital basis for the CI expansion taken as the
RHF canonical orbitals. The atomic coordinates are:
0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.0000000000
1.8897259877 0.0000000000 0.0000000000
0.0000000000 0.0000000000 2.8345889816
0.0000000000 0.0000000000 5.6691779632
C3: The carbon atoms were arranged in a line with
1.302 A˚ between atoms. All QMC calculations used
the cc-pCVTZ basis set [52] to help reduce variance in
the core region, while reference calculations were per-
formed in the more typical cc-pVTZ basis. The reference
CASSCF, CASPT2, and MRCI+Q calculations used a
(12e,12o) “full valence” active space. In EOM-CCSD,
CASPT2, and MRCI+Q, the 1s orbitals were set as an
inactive frozen core.
To generate our multi-Slater expansion, we employed
molecular orbitals from either RHF or an equally-
weighted CASSCF state average of the first three singlet
states in an (8e,10o) active space. For a given choice
of CSF number N , the MSJ’s CI expansion was con-
structed using the N CSFs with the largest coefficients
after a single-reference CISDTQ calculation (in either
the RHF or CASSCF orbitals) in which the 1s orbitals
were held frozen and excitations were allowed among the
4th through 27th molecular orbitals. Note that for the
ground state, we used 17 CSFs in the RHF orbital case
and 18 CSFs in the CASSCF orbital case, as these choices
avoided splitting degenerate CSFs between the MSJ’s
used and unused CSF sets.
The VMC optimized molecular orbitals were found
by simultaneously optimizing the orbitals, Jastrow vari-
ables, and CI coefficients for 18-CSF MSJ wave functions
for the ground and excited states separately. To aid con-
vergence in these optimizations, we have replaced the
1s electrons with an effective core potential [53] in all
calculations involving VMC-optimized orbitals. For con-
sistency, we took our CSFs in this case from the closest
possible CISDTQ, which was generated in the same way
as for the CASSCF orbital case, except that the effective
core potential was employed.
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